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Synopsis 

 The e-DNATM is an acronym for economic development network 
analysis; 

 It presents a novel approach for studying the structure of an 
economy using a combination of Network and Input–Output 
Analysis.  

 The methodology employs input-output multipliers for the 
visualization of economies and for the computation of a set of 
network metrics which identify the inter-relationships among 
industries within the economy.   

 This unique insight facilitates the ability to discern the structural 
make-up of the economy.  

 It also enables a retrospective assessment of the economy while 
providing decision makers with the capability to proactively 
shape its future trajectory 
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Quick intro on I/O Analysis 

 Industries produce goods and services 

 In order to produce commodities, each industry consumes 

commodities from other industries 

 Direct Economic Impact – the economic activity of an 

industry by itself 

 Indirect & induced impacts – the economic activity 

generated by an industry through its linkages (or via the 

multiplier) 

 Total Economic Impact = Direct + Indirect + Induced 
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Network Representation of I/O Data 
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 Directed Network 

 Direction is FROM consuming 

industries TO producing 

industries 

 Multiplier 

 Captures the strength of the 

inter-linkages among nodes 

NAICS A 

NAICS B 

Nodes = 

NAICS Code 

Edge or Arc = 

Multiplier 



Economic Development Problem as a 
Motivation 
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 “Mike, this is Rich. I got a call last week from a group down in 
Florida, and they’re going to give us a ten-year tax credit if 
we relocate our 750-person operation down there. The 
board has decided that we can’t afford not to do this, so I 
just wanted to let you know before you heard it on the news.” 
 

 How would you respond? 
 
 What can you do to prevent this from happening? 
 
 How do you know which employers are more important to 

your region, and how your region is important to them? 



How well do you know your economy? 
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 Do you have a diverse mix of industries – diversity measures? 

 Do you know which local industries depend on other local 

industries – linkages, clustering? 

 Do you know which employers you can’t afford to lose – how are 

the industries embedded within the network? Are structural holes present? 

 Do you know which industries have the biggest benefit to your 

local economy – through a multiplier effect? 

 Is your economy on an upward trajectory, or a downward spiral 

– static/dynamic dimension of  the structure of  the economy? 

 On what basis do you carry out selective attraction or retention 

– supply chain (to address leakages), growing the network, etc. 

 



Imagine a new way to see your economy 
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 A broader concept of economic diversity by incorporating 

elements of inter industrial linkages with the distribution of 

output across the industries.  

 The ability to visualize an economy as an interconnected 

system of industries.   

 Visualization of the economy can take place across both 

time and geographical areas. 



Achieving this insight through a different 

lens 

 Data Sources and Methodological Approach 
 

 Data Source: Bureau of Economic Statistics RIMS data 

or IMPLAN data 

 Nodes (NAICS codes) & Edges (Input-Output 

Multipliers) 

 Data issues 

 Nodal Inter-linkages 
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Why are the connections or linkages 

important? 
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 Linkages create the structure of the network.  
 

 The network structure shows the key NAICS codes and how 

they are connected. 
 

 It also provides information on leakages, robustness and 

redundancy in the network. 
  

 The structure’s inherently dynamic nature could be utilized.  



Network Structure as a proxy for the economy 
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 How can the network structure be used to 
represent the structural make-up of an economy?  

 Density/Diversity 
 

 Eccentricity & Isolates/Value Chains & Leakages 
 

 Centralization/Resilience or Robustness in the structure of 
the economy. 



Key Measure –Industry Diversity 
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 Herfindahl Index 
 

 Density  
 

 Composite of Herfindahl and Density 
 

 Diversity = f(h, d) . A specific functional form could 

be {|h-1|+ d }/2 

 Employed for comparative analysis – for example, 

relative measures using  an established base for comparison or 

a normalized measure. 



Other Relevant Measures 
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 Leakages & Isolates -  The presence of  isolates show industries that 

are not well integrated within the local economy. Such industries merit a closer 

examination.  

 Value Chains and Eccentricity – Node specific measures that draw 

on the geodesic concept.  

 Robustness/Resilience and Centralization – Emphasis 

on the eigenvector centrality. 

 Clustering – The “N-clique” could be used to define an industry 

cluster using pre-defined multiplier thresholds. 



Value Added by the Network Approach 
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 Provides the ability to visualize the economy - which 

industries are isolates; which ones can be classified as 

clusters; how dense is the economic structure? 

 What if or Sensitivity Analysis – allows a multi-scenario 

analysis to growing the economy.  

 Rich insight/Simplicity of use – provides invaluable insight 

and makes a conceptually difficult topic (input/output 

analysis) easy to understand. 

 Invaluable information provided by network metrics. 



Putting this information to use 
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 Avoid the call from Rich – by having a proactive 

approach 

 Make a quick decision if Rich does call 

 How important is Rick’s company to your economy? 

 How far should you go to keep Rich, and what can 

you offer to keep him? 

 If need be, help Rich see the benefits of staying 

 What suppliers and customers does Rich have 

access to? 



Extension and Further Research 

 Addressing present caveats  

 Structural Transformation of the Economy  

 Innovation and Industry Cluster Analysis  

 Limiting Factor/Binding Constraint Analysis  

 Life Cycle Assessment  

 Simulation & Prescriptive Analytics  – modeling the 

impact of  a specific policy intervention (e.g. the stimulus fund) 
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